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Real GDP growth
Gross Domestic Product, chained volumes SA, CNS: ABMI

Nominal GDP
Gross Domestic Product, current prices SA, CNS: YBHA

Quarterly GDP growth
Gross Domestic Product, chained volumes SA, CNS: ABMI

Output gap
Difference between actual and potential output

Inflation
CPI: D(TOT)(CPI), CZH(RPI)

Earnings
Average earnings growth, CNS; (ETJIA-K0YI)/[MGRZ-MGRQ]

Unemployment
Unemployment rates, aged 16+, SA, CNS: MG6X

Borrowing
Public sector net borrowing, CNS; JW20-KKS2=JS8

Structural borrowing
Cyclically adjusted public sector net borrowing

Debt
Public sector net debt, CNS; HF6W

Welfare cap spending
Welfare spending subject to the welfare cap

Source: CNS, CIIR